The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) bombarded Palestinian students with tear gas and stun grenades as they were leaving their schools in the town of al-Khader, near Bethlehem in the south of the West Bank. The IOA attacked the students as they were leaving their schools and heading home firing tear gas canisters and stun grenades at them. There were no reports of injuries. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) raided dozens of Palestinian homes and shops in the town of Deir al-Ghusoun, to the north of the
city of Tulkarm in the north of the occupied West Bank, and warned residents against providing any assistance for a Palestinian from Tulkarm alleged to have killed Israeli settlers last month. More than 30 military vehicles raided the town after midnight as soldiers fired stun grenades and tear gas canisters at random in the town while they broke into homes and shops after blowing up their doors and searching them thoroughly causing damage to furniture and forcing their residents to remain outdoors in the cold. The IOA who had dogs with them, also searched the fields and distributed fliers warning people against offering any assistance to a Palestinian alleged to have killed Israeli settlers last month. The IOA also raided several towns and villages near Tulkarm, searching fields and open areas. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded many areas in the refugee camp, and fired live rounds, gas bombs and concussion grenades at local youngsters. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

**Israeli Arrests**

- Several Israeli military jeeps invaded Beit Fajjar town, south of the West Bank city of Bethlehem, and detained two teenage boys from their homes, including one who is recovering from surgery identified as Amir Morad Taqatqa, 16, and Mohammad Adel Taqatqa, 16. The IOA invaded and violently searched homes in the town, after surrounding it, and interrogated many Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. The IOA took the detainees to the nearby Etzion military base and security center, south of Bethlehem. Amir underwent a surgery just two days earlier, and was still recovering at home when the IOA detained. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained a Palestinian Legislative Council Member, from his home in the al-Biereh City, in the Ramallah and al-Biereh governorate, in central West Bank. Many Israeli army jeeps invaded the city, before surrounding the home of legislator Ahmad ‘Attoun, and detained him. The IOA broke into ‘Attoun’s home, and violently searched it before detained him, and took him to an unknown destination. ‘Attoun is from Sur Baher village, south of occupied East Jerusalem, but Israel stripped him of his
Jerusalem ID card and residency, and forced him out of the city, before he moved to al-Biereh. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded many homes in Surif town, northwest of Hebron, and detained Fadi Ibrahimm Ghheimat, 38. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded and searched homes in Yatta town, south of Hebron, and detained Shehada Mohammad Da’ajna, 50. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- Israel’s Ofer military court, near Ramallah extended the administrative detention of 23 Palestinian prisoners. The extensions ranged from two to six months, with nine of the prisoners having their sentence prolonged for 6 more months. A prisoner held under administrative detention has not been charged or had a trial, and Israel can extend detentions indefinitely, if it chooses. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

- 5 Israeli settlers and 140 Yeshiva students raided Al Aqsa Mosque from Bab Al Magharbeh (Al Mughrabi Gate) under heavy protection and toured the Mosque and carried out provocative tours in the court yard of Al Aqsa Mosque. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

- Israeli settlers razed tens of dunums of open grazing areas between Roten and Maskiyut settlements in the northern Jordan Valley after erecting a small tent in the area in an attempt to annex it. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

**Home Demolition & Demolition threats**

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) delivered a military notice to Mahmoud Naji Ba’ra in Wad Abu Al Hasan area in Al Khader village southwest of Bethlehem city to demolish an agricultural well he owns (90 mcm) . Ba’ra was given until the 3 of January 2019 to file his objection against the demolition of the well. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Authorities issued demolition orders targeting twenty stores in Shu’fat refugee camp, north of occupied East Jerusalem. Dozens of soldiers, undercover forces and members of “City Council”
in occupied Jerusalem, invaded the refugee camp, and handed the orders, informing the Palestinians that they have twelve hours to carry out the demolitions. Shops were built more than ten years ago. Dozens of Palestinians protested the invasion into the refugee camp, while the IOA fired gas bombs, rubber-coated steel bullets and concussion grenades.

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Khirbat al-Marajem area, which belongs to Duma town, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, before demolishing a residential shed, in addition to several retaining walls. The invasion was carried out by many armored vehicles, and a bulldozer. The demolished structure is 40 square/meter area and was used by a local farmer, identified as Omar Sari, in addition to many retaining walls on his land. The IOA surrounded the area before invading it, and proceeded to demolish the shed and the walls, after forcing the Palestinian away. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded scores of Palestinian homes and shops in Deir al-Ghosoun town, north of the northern West Bank city of Tulkarem, after detonating their doors, and fired many flares, gas bombs and concussion grenades in several neighborhoods and alleys. The invasion was carried out by more than 30 armored Israeli military vehicles, before the IOA were heavily deployed in various alleys and neighborhoods. The IOA detonated the front doors of dozens of homes and stores in the town, before invading them, and initiated extensive and violent searches, leading to further destruction. The invasions targeted more than fifty homes and stores, while the IOA also distributed leaflets warning severe punishment, including demolition of property and homes and threatening extended prison sentences. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) carried out extensive and violent searches in Bal’a and Ramin towns, east of Tulkarem, in addition to Zeita town, north of the city, including the surrounding farmlands and hills. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) and police officers started the demolition of many stores in Shu’fat refugee camp, north of occupied East Jerusalem. Dozens of IOA, officers and employees of the City
Council in occupied Jerusalem, stormed the refugee camp, and initiated the demolition of the stores. The stores include a bakery, clothing shops, shoe stores, shops and restaurants, which were built in 2007, and City Council in occupied Jerusalem is claiming they did not receive construction permits. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- In the largest single demolition in Jerusalem in recent years, the Israeli municipality of West Jerusalem demolished 20 shops in Shufat refugee camp in occupied East Jerusalem under the pretext they were built without a permit. The shops owners were informed a day earlier of the municipality’s intention to demolish the buildings located on the main road in the camp near its main entrance, which is controlled by Israeli occupation Army (IOA). The IOA blocked all access to the area while the bulldozers were proceeding with the demolition as other shops owners nearby have expressed fear it could lead to the demolition of all shops in the area to remove them from the entrance of the crowded camp. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) stormed the Duma village, south of the northern occupied West Bank Governorate of Nablus, and demolished a Palestinian home under the pretext that it was built without the difficult-to-obtain Israeli permit. A large number of IOA along with several bulldozers stormed the village and demolished a Palestinian home and a wall, which belonged to Amer Sari. The demolished home measured 40-square-meters and the wall was dozens of meters long. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Khirbat al-Marajem area, which belongs to Duma town, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, before demolishing a residential shed, in addition to several retaining walls. The IOA demolished a 40 square/meter residential shed used by a local farmer, identified as Omar Sari, in addition to many retaining walls on his land. The IOA surrounded the area before invading it, and proceeded to demolish the shed and the walls, after forcing the Palestinian away. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)

**Confiscation & Razing of lands**

- Israeli settlers of Maskiyyut settlements razed tens of dunums of agricultural land located between Rotem and Maskiyyut settlements in the northern Jordan Valley. Earlier this month, settlers set up a small
barracks in the area in an attempt to take over the land and establish a new outpost in the area. (WAFA 21 November 2018)

**Expansion of settlements**

- Israeli Mayor of Jerusalem, Barkat, approves expansion of US Embassy in Jerusalem. ([INN](https://inn21november.com) 21 November 2018)

**Erection of Israeli checkpoints**

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Ethna, as-Sammoa‘ and ath-Thaheriyya towns, near Hebron, and installed many roadblocks, in the towns and around them, including on main roads leading to various communities. The soldiers stopped and searched dozens of cars, and interrogated many Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. (IMEMC 21 November 2018)